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Abstract 

Psychoanalysis in literature: A study of August Strinberg’s The 

Father explores the hidden personality of the writer taking into 

cognizance the regressed and sublimated drives that resides in his 

mind. Like dream, a literary work expresses the unconscious 

psychic energy of the character based on the interaction between 

the id, ego and superego as propounded by Sigmund Freud. It also 

x-rays Jacques Lacan space interval between perception and 

consciousness manifested in language; Julia Kristeva’s 

psychoanalytic theory of female power as seen in the interaction 

between the semiotic symbolic psychic energy to the Carl Jung’s 

archetypes hidden and reserved in the collective unconscious in 

order to show how psychoanalytic critical canons has helped to 

illuminate the writer’s psyche through characterization and 

language. The paper concludes that The Father is a trajectory of 

Strinberg’s pain, humiliation and unrequited love which he has 

always yearned for, but eludes him. His fears, hopes, aspiration 

and past lives combine with the present to undo his mental balance 

and push him to neurosis. 

 

Introduction 

Psychoanalysis is a psychological term which was originally applied to 

the study of mental disorders such as hysteria and neurosis. It is a 

therapeutic method of treatment through in-depth observation and 
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investigating the interrelationship between the conscious and unconscious 

elements in the mind of the patient. The behaviour is subjected to clinical 

analysis in order to reveal how the unconscious is shaped and transmitted 

in conscious speech. Jasna Koteska writes that: 

Psychoanalysis does not focus on a relatively stable 

subjects as the centre of interest, but on the extreme 

states of the psyche in which the symptom are more 

manifest in order to ascertain subjects limits and 

capacities” (1). 

 Psychoanalysis is attributed to an Austrian psychologist, Sigmund 

Freud, through his clinical exploration of the fact that words are capable 

of curative effect. Beginning with Bertha Pappenheim, a known Austrian 

feminist under the name Anna O. The effective use of this woman in 

treatment of neurosis for twenty two months stems Freud’s theory of 

psychoanalysis of using speech and utterances. Insight into the patient’s 

mind is glimpsed through the dynamic interaction between him and the 

therapist in an atmosphere devoid of hostility and rancour. Through 

interaction, the repressed and suppressed memory is brought to fore. 

It should be noted, however, that Freud was concerned with the ultimate 

principle of pleasure and reality. The drives of human pleasures which he 

calls the id is the widest and untamed aspect of human nature. It is the 

primary source of all the psychic energy. It is primitive, animalistic and 

bestial and oscillates instinctually without any moral consciousness. The 

superego lies at the other extremes of the id. It is socially and culturally 

determined and largely explains the moral consciousnessin humans. For 

an individual to live a fulfilled life, he must subject himself to the rules of 

the society, otherwise, he is ostracized and sanctioned by the society. 

Consequently the ego on the other hand, selects body pleasure which 

needs to be fulfilled based on acceptable social rules. According Freud, 

human personality is structured on the symbolic relationship between the 

psychic element of the id, ego and superego. The ego through its sense of 

rationalization is insulated by a number of defencemechanism. These 
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include: repression, sublimation, disassociation, reaction formation, 

displacement, compensation apathy/denial, undoing, isolation, 

rationalization, projection, fantasy, identification etc. 

Through this theory of psychoanalysis, Freud touched a number of topics 

in order to explain the psychic working of the mind. They include; 

Dreams, Eros and Thanatos, Oedipus complex. Dreamwork is used to 

explore a clinical method of revealing an individual’s hidden desires 

through dreams. The analysis of person’s dream will increase our 

understanding of human personality and this can be achieved through 

symbolic representation based on displacement and condensation of 

objects. The Eros and the Thanatos are two basic instinctual drives that 

control behaviour. The Eros is concerned with the preservation of life. 

This libidinal energy is the basic life force and it is responsible for the 

display of love emotions. The Thanatos is the force is of destruction and 

individuals constantly look forward to state of inactivity in order to 

escape from troubles associated with life. Thanatos is the explanation for 

the display of negative emotions such as hatred, fear, anger and other 

social vices. The conflict between the forces of life and that of death 

generate psychic tension. Oedipus complex as a term, is associated with 

Sophocles’ Oedipus the King where child kills the father and married his 

mother. It is used to explain a child’s love for his parents exhibited in the 

phallic stage of development. The danger of depicting these tendency is 

frowned upon by the society. Therefore, the child represses this instinct 

and transfers the object of his desire to another. 

Another successor of Freud is Jacques Lacan. His contribution to 

psychoanalysis is hinged on the mirror stage. According to him, small 

baby around six months who sees his or her image in the mirror begins to 

develop the perception of self and this process continues. Koteska 

observes that “for Lacan, the subject is constituted as certain space 

intervals between perception, as the lower limit of the subject, and 

consciousness at its upper limit’ (I) Lacan continues Freudian idea of the 

unconscious, although, with obvious deviation. A Website, 
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http://www.jstor.org/stable/2930404, writes that, “Lacan’s Freudian 

reading primarily involves the realization that the unconscious is to be 

understood as ultimately tied to the functions and dynamics of language. 

The central pillar of Lacan’s psychoanalytic theory is that the unconscious 

is structured like a language.(1). Consequently, Lacan developed his own 

model of the psyche – the imaginary, the symbolic and the real. the 

imaginary is the period between six and eighteen months and at this time, 

the child begins to separate from his mother and others. In the symbolic 

stage, the child begins to generate and understands symbols. During this 

period the child identifies with the father who represents the cultural 

norms, laws, language and power. The real stage according to him is 

unattainable. It depicts a child’s perennial lack. 

Another scholar of psychoanalysis worth mentioning is Julia Kristeva. She 

attacked the Freudian theories for perpetrating the patriarchal system. She 

used the psychoanalytic theory to explore feminine values. Kristeva 

interprets and discusses the subject of the mother who plays an important 

role in the child’s entry from nature to culture. However, she argues that 

the exclusion of feminity in Lacan theory is the fear of female power to 

give birth. Lacan’s imaginary stage is transformed into the semiotic stage. 

She uses the abject to explain the interspace between the symbolic and 

semiotic stage. Therefore, psychic power is generated by the line between 

the subject and the object. 

Another psychoanalysts of note is Carl Jung who is credited to have 

developed the concept of archetypes. According to him, archetypes are 

psychic images preserved in the collective unconscious of individuals. 

They contain the feminine and masculine aspects of human personality.  

 

Psychoanalysis and Literature 

Psychoanalysis theory is a concept that is easily assimilated into the 

critical discourse of literature because it provides the critic with the 

working of human mind. Mbanefo Ogene in Psycho-Analysis in fiction 

and a study of D.H Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers writes that: 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/2930404
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The idea of psycho-analysis revolves around the subject 

that peoples’ action are determined by pre-stored ideas of 

the recurrent events. Although, forgotten memories and 

experiences are packed in a library of dark sides of the 

mind, these surface later in dreams, actions, gesture and 

expression (79).  

According to Sigmund Freud,  

The dream –thoughts which we first come across as we 

proceed with our analysis often strike us by the unusual 

forms which they are expressed; they are not clothed in 

the prosaic language usually employed by our thoughts, 

but are on the contrary represented symbolically by 

means of similes and metaphors in image resembling 

those of poetic speech (6). 

Another way in which psychoanalysis has helped to throw lighton 

literature is in the area of motivation. Brook university’s main page of 

psychoanalysis and literature notes that: 

Psychoanalysis deals with motives, especially hidden 

and disguised motives; and as such it helps to clarify 

literature on two levels, the level of writing itself, and at 

the level of character action within the text. A 

companion level to the level of writing is the level of 

reading, both reading and writing, as they responded to 

motives not always available to rational thought, can be 

illumed by psychoanalytic thought. (2). 

The critic of psychoanalytic in literature does not set out to faithfully 

interpret a text but to search for the repressed and sublimated ideas in 

order to understand characterization shobhganga. inflibnet throws light 

on psychoanalysis and literature when it posits that: “Psychoanalytic 

criticism often aids in providing clues to baffling characters, situations, 

symbols and action” (34). 
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Psychoanalysis also intersects with literature at the level of culture. The 

superego is the repository of all socially imposed behaviour. This is 

externally conditioned by the prevailing culture. A child imbibes this 

from parent and other members of the society. Culture is embedded in the 

values, attitudes and mores of the society. For an individual to be 

accepted by the society, he must live according to the psychic level of the 

superego, or her culture. At the psychic level of the superego, conscience 

is superimposed by a sense of guilt, shame and punishment. Literature, 

on the other hand, thrives on cultural determinism, a system of 

understanding based on the society which the writer recreates. For 

instance, the concept of Abiku which Wole Soyinka and J.P. Clark capture 

in their poems can be fully appreciated outside Africa through the proper 

understanding of the African culture of the spirit child. Therefore, culture 

helps in shaping human personality. 

Lacan’s idea of the mirror stage is central to literature especially the 

stream of consciousness technique which Virginia Woolf, Marcel Proust 

and other experimented with. The projection of space interval between 

perception and consciousness is relevant to the use of language by the 

literary artist. Huguet writes that: 

It is no accident that the first chapter of Virgina Woolf 

To the Lighthouse (1927). a novel structured according to 

transformations of the specular image in the social ‘I’ is 

entitled “The Window”. Its idyllic figure of ‘mother 

and child’ works as a centre of attraction and 

identification for everybody in the house, guest 

included (281). 

For Jung literature is not an extension of the author’s psychic, but through 

archetypes that exist in the collective unconscious of all human races. 

Singh says about Jung that: “artwork is neither biologically 

psychologically nor does it yield to causalistic psychology. The poet is at 

best a medium, the instrument of certain archetypal universal forces” 

(179) .In furtherance of Jung’s idea about psychoanalysis, Roland Barthes, 
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developed the literary theory of psychoanalysis through his 

Deconstructive essay on ‘Death of the Author’. Psychoanalytic criticism of 

literature began with Freud and was further developed by Carl Jung, 

Jacques Lacan, Alfred Adler, Julia Kristeva and a host of others.  

 

Psychoanalytic Criticism of The Father 

The plot of The Father is based on filial relationship between the Captain 

and Laura, his wife over the control of their daughter’s education. The 

Captain wants Bertha to leave the house and engage in particular trade 

which will be beneficial at her and the same time prepared for marriage, 

but Laura wants her to stay at home. The battle that ensues over the 

control of the daughter by the Captain and Laura leads the Captain to 

neurosis. Apart from the fact that the Captain’s household is filled with 

women, who through deft means, manipulate the Captain to the whims 

and caprices of Laura, the relationship between Njod, the Captain’s 

servant and female servant leads to the birth of a child whose paternity, 

Njod utterly rejects as a man cannot be certain if the said child is his. This 

idea is bought hook, line and sinker by the Captain and the wife uses it 

against him and this triggers imbalance on the Captain’s psyche. Apart 

from the overwhelming support she receives from her folks, the male 

characters are not left out in her schemes and clever manoeuvre.  

The play is a realistic one that emphasizes the objective portrayal of 

characters. Realism as a school of thought was strongly influenced by the 

scientific discoveries of the 19th century. They includes: August Comte’s 

Theory of Positivism, Charles Darwin’s Origin of Species, Sigmund 

Freud’s Theory of Psychoanalysis just to mention a few. A unifying factor 

in these works, show characters torn apart by hereditary and 

environmental factors. The writers of this period explore the degraded 

aspect of the middle class lives such as sex, adultery and uncertain 

parentage. Strindberg pursued the primitive and bestial aspect of 

humanity to explore these issues in his writings. 
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The Captain is a projection of the writer’s unconscious desires which is 

expressed and later released in the symbolic representation of the 

Captain’s action. In the first place, the playwright was born premature 

and unwanted and a few years of his birth, his father went bankrupt. His 

childhood was reminiscent of hunger and poverty. This is worsened by 

the fact that the mother needs to feed twelve children. In the introductory 

notes to The Father, Peter Wattswrites that;“Strinberg adored the mother, 

but though she was proud of his quick intelligence, he could never 

become her favourite, however much he struggle to win her love” (7). At 

the age of thirteen, he lost his mother and the father remarried again. 

Strinberg recounts the pain and desperation; he suffered in the hand of his 

father’s second wife as a teenager. Watt remarks that “he unconsciously 

built his wrongs into something monstrous” (8). The pain of humiliation 

is captured in the Captain’s relationship with the wife. He has no will 

power to carry on without the mother figure. His struggles, hopes and 

aspirations crumble under a conniving Laura until he loses his civil and 

social rights. The unconscious repressed desire is revealed in the words of 

the Captain: 

.. I wasn’t allowed to eat or sleep or work in peace 

until you’d got him here. You wanted him because 

your brother wanted to get rid of him; your mother 

wanted it but I didn’t. The governess wanted him 

because he was Pietist; and old Margret, because she’d 

know his grandmother since she was a baby. That’s 

why I took him in- because if I hadn’t, I should be in 

the lunatic asylum by now, or in the family vault (31). 

The speech shows the influence of women in his life. The first of a mother 

whose love is not requited, the second of a monster, a stepmother, who 

subjects him to humiliation. 

The discussion between the Pastor Njod and the captain set the stage on 

the issueof  uncertain parentage which the entire plot is convoluted on. It 

is introduced at the beginning of the play, and builds into a crescendo till 
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the Captain throws a lamp at Laura. She capitalizes on it to break the 

Captain’s Eros and Thanatos creeps in to destroy him. A man cannot be 

sure of the parentage of a child except through the feminine subject. 

Strinberg married thrice and would have married again if the opportunity 

had cropped up. It is no wonder that despite the use of few characters, the 

play is littered with female characters. Laura, the captain’s wife and the 

leading figure in the physical and psychological assault on the Captain. 

The grandmother whose action is in the background, old Margret, the 

captain’s childhood nurse, a symbol of the past in the life of the Captain 

which is not pleasant and this combines with the present to ruin him. The 

male characters such Dr. Ostermark, the Pastor, Njod are entwined in the 

struggle to control the mind of the Captain to the point of degenerating 

into neurosis. Therefore women become a recurring motif in the writer’s 

life. Apart from his parental background, his three marriage disintegrate 

and most of the time, he is churned into the street, a lonely man devoid of 

love. Of all the wives, Siri Von Essen, is the first and the most outstanding 

in Strindberg’s life. The image of Siri in his works exudes charm and great 

elegance. Laura is a symbol of cold, calculating, fair, charming and 

vivacious lady that arouses deep jealousy in the Captainandhunted by the 

fact that his wife is unfaithful. 

The Captain’s extraordinary intellectual qualities are a reflection of the 

genius in Strindberg who has experimented with music, arts, painting, 

and science. Although he did not achieve success in science, he was to 

excel in literature. The influence of women coupled with the attendant 

effect of the capitalist system which did not fare well with the energies he 

has put in life, leads to a catastrophic end. Watts write that: 

The father is one of the least obscure of Strindberg’s 

plays; even the Captain’s inconsequential remarks 

seem natural coming from his disordered mind. Here 

too, more than any of his plays, the episodes from the 

author’s own life are carefully chosen for their 
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aptness to theme and character, and well digested 

into the construction of the play (22). 

The actions are built through suspense to a final dramatic climax. The 

theme of uncertain parentage and Laura’s motives which raise suspicion 

in the Captain, are introduced early in the play. 

 

Conclusion  

August Strindberg is undoubtedly a radical writer of late 19th century 

and realistic style of writing and contemporary issues has shaped his 

views. Literary works are mere extension of the writer’s dream and this is 

explicated by the application of psychoanalytic tools in understanding the 

writer’s mind through the dynamic interaction of the psychic powers of 

the id, ego and superego. Literature as a verbal art reveals the 

unconscious drives on the creative mind through the sublimation, 

displacement and suppression of feelings and as seen in the characters 

action, motives and words. Characters and situations are projection of the 

author’s psyche. August Strindberg’s The Father is a panoramic view of his 

fifty-three years of life which was dogged by sense of guilt, humiliation 

and abject poverty. 
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